
The environment for international insurance is one of stability and gradual, evolutionary progress. The
areas showing the most activity concern regulations and their enforcement. Increased attention to
corporate governance issues around the world, as evidenced in the last few years by the Kvaerner court
decision and the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, are resulting in carriers responding to the increased demand for
more local policies to comply with local requirements for admitted programs. Carriers are also slowly
showing greater diligence in effecting allocation of premiums and tax payments on non-admitted
placements. Meanwhile, various countries of the world continue to examine and modify their local
insurance regulations.

In the most recent news affecting international programs, the European Union (EU) will welcome two
new members in January 2007: Bulgaria and Romania. This means the combined EU/European Economic
Area will have 30 countries that can be legally accessed by direct-writing captive insurers.

We address these issues below; but first, a snapshot of the marketplace.

The list of participants in this market segment remains unchanged. We remind readers that for US-
domiciled insureds, carriers Royal & SunAlliance, AXA and If are not factors for global programs. (Allianz,
which underwrites Casualty business in Europe, does not do so in the US.) No new entrants appear to
be on the horizon to compete for US multinational business.

The international carriers serving multinational clients can be divided into three tiers according to their
appetite for business, global presence and product range.

Tier I – The top carriers include a broad, worldwide network of centrally owned, nationally operating
insurers; these companies offer the widest range of products and have the underwriting expertise to
accept the most difficult classes of business. Three years ago, this tier was dominated by a greater
proportion of non-US owned carriers.

Tier II – These carriers own a moderate geographic spread of locally based companies, and on the whole
offer a limited range of products. In general, they show some aversion to difficult classes of business.

Tier III – While operating on an international scale, these companies are supported by a limited
geographic spread of nationally operating companies and offer a very limited product range. This
category has been all but eliminated as most carriers are either in the market with stronger facilities and
products or they have left the program business altogether.
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* Property Only

Insurers and capacities have remained steady for Property fronting programs the last two years. While
we are seeing a more competitive environment for these programs, we are also seeing less flexibility from
carriers in certain areas. Some carriers will not bind programs without reinsurance certificates signed and
premium allocations agreed. Also, premium payment warrantees are being enforced and extensions are
harder to come by.

Fronting Carriers as of October 3, 2006
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Property Fronting
Programs

International
Markets

Tier I AIG Worldsource
FM Global*

ACE
Zurich

Tier II Chubb
CNA

St. Paul

Allianz*
XL Global

Tier III Liberty Mutual

Carrier

Maximum
Property
Fronting
Limits

Security
Require-
ments

Guaranteed
Cash Flow
(Standard
terms)

Front
for TRIA

Owned
Countries

Affliliated
Countries

Total
Countries

ACE $500M S&P A-
Rated

Paid by the
25th, out
the 15th of
following
month

Will
Consider

52 100 152

AIG $500M Committee
Approval

25 days,
selected
countries

Will
Consider

89 14 103

Allianz $500M Specified
Carriers

None Will
Consider

42 15 57

FM
Global

$2B Committee
Approval

None Will
Consider

19 70 89

XL
Global

$600M Committee
Approval

None Will
Consider

28 52 80

Zurich $500M 5% of
Surplus/
A-Rated

5 days
owned;
30-60 days
affiliated

Will
Consider

33 109 142



In our last Marketplace Realities update we reported that premium allocation and tax payment
systems in Europe had matured and were becoming part of common insurance business practice.
While this trend continues, a comparable change expected in the North American market continues to
take longer than expected.

While premium tax rules existed for many years in the EU, premium taxes were for years often neglected,
even on Euro policies. Lloyd's and other London markets consistently mandated the payment of premium
taxes on non-admitted placements. Now, however, a growing number of non-Lloyd’s markets in Europe
are allocating premium taxes on non-admitted placements. This trend is being seen everywhere in the
world, not just in the EU. As carriers promote these efforts in Europe, we still believe it is just a matter
of time before program carriers in the US adopt the same position.

We also observe that corporate governance activities focused on global compliance have led many
companies to examine their records for past years to determine whether there are any outstanding issues
in regard to the payment of premium taxes on non-admitted placements.

Direct-writing captives in Europe continue to be popular in today’s market.

The most notable event of the past year was the rise of jurisdictions competing with Ireland, the preferred
EU domicile for direct-writing captives. This mirrors the competitive situation among US states, where
Vermont, long the leader in the field, faces growing competition from a growing number of other states.

Market newcomers generally arrive with a greater appetite for new business and often are more
innovative and proactive in the range of products and services they offer. While large US multinationals
will still probably pick Ireland as their favorite domicile (due to history, tax treaties, etc.), mid-cap and
smaller US companies and large EU multinationals are looking closely at what Malta, Gibraltar, Sweden,
the Netherlands and, in certain instances, Luxembourg now have to offer.

These offerings include the possibility of more flexible capital and solvency requirements, fewer or no
enhancements to the rules included in EU directives, protected cell company legislation, tax advantages and
lower operating costs. Malta in particular has seen a very busy year with some captives changing domicile
to take advantage of what it has to offer. Ireland in turn is taking steps to counter the competition.

A potential threat on the horizon to all EU-based captives lies with Solvency II. The first draft of this risk-
based capital model is likely to come out of the European Commission as early as next year. Captive
owners need to understand the long-term implications of Solvency II, which is expected to increase
capital requirements and enhance corporate governance in ways similar to Sarbanes-Oxley. Captive
owners should be seeking information from their captive managers.

In another change on the regulatory front, the EU introduced regulation of reinsurance companies on a
pan-EU basis at the end of 2005. Only Ireland to date has introduced local regulation based on the EU
directive. Other countries are expected to follow suit. The directive was to a large extent based on the
previous EU insurance directive and will be superseded to a large extent by Solvency II.

For more information on European captives, see our International Alert, Direct-Writing Captives in Europe – Taking Control and Cutting Costs.
This is available on the Publications page of the International section under Services on www.willis.com.
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Multinationals need to be keenly aware of local developments that impact the way business is conducted
in countries around the world. We select a few countries where particularly noteworthy activity has
occurred recently.

Brazil
Brazil continues to be a challenging country in which to handle multinational programs. Last year, the
government changed reinsurance rules to allow limited reinsurance outside of Brazil, but the government
also introduced strict security requirements. Brazil also changed reinsurance rules for Directors & Officers
(D&O) coverage. To accommodate the long-standing practice of issuing a global D&O policy and relying
on the non-admitted carrier to reimburse for claims on a non-admitted basis, Brazilian authorities
recently announced that up to 80 percent of local D&O limits can be reinsured to international reinsurers
including global programs. Directors and officers in Brazil are subject to strict regulations and may have
their assets frozen by local court rulings until their cases are settled. Evidence of a local policy may be
used at the local courts to prevent freezing of assets. Non-admitted policies, which are not legal in Brazil,
are of little use in such situations.

Canada
Rules governing insurance placements involving international carriers and brokers are being scrutinized
by tax authorities. While non-admitted policies are permitted for non-statutory lines, the placement of a
Canadian account via a non-admitted carrier / broker, even if a local Canadian company, could be subject
to premium tax that can be as high as 50 percent. The rules governing these issues are complicated and
buyers should consult with their risk management adviser.

China
The market continues to be very soft following the huge growth in local underwriting capacity in
response to earlier double-digit market premium growth. A factor that may change this is government
involvement in insurance for major construction projects, such as power stations. Chinese regulators are
putting pressure on local underwriters to maintain minimum premium rates in an effort to bring local
ratings closer to international levels. If the regulators are successful, China Construction/All Risks rates
are expected to double. Similar requirements may be extended to other types of insurance.

Following the passage of new reinsurance regulations in late 2004, pure fronting is no longer permitted
in China. We can expect more premium to be retained in China and reinsurance arrangements, captives
and coverage through international carriers, which require an operational license in China, may be
increasingly difficult to set up.

UK 
The recent focus on corporate governance issues has brought to the UK insurance industry new
requirements for contract certainty at inception. The UK Financial Services Authority (FSA) has made it
clear that it expects the industry to be compliant with these requirements by December 31, 2006. Brokers
and insurers who fail to comply with the requirements will face penalties from the FSA.

What does this mean for non-UK multinationals with operations in the UK?

• More detailed information will be required from the insured in order to meet contract certainty
requirements at inception and, therefore, the renewal process will need to begin earlier.

Country Issues
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• An insured’s UK colleagues can expect to receive their evidence of cover, such as the policy
document, within 30 days of completion of placement or renewal.

However, the contract certainty requirements may not apply to:

• The master policy and local UK-placed portion of a global program where the master policy is issued
outside of the UK under local relevant jurisdiction. (Contract certainty requirements do apply to the
locally placed coverages outside the global insurance program and to variations to the local UK-
placed portion of a global program, when those variations are negotiated locally in the UK and the
risk is retained by the local UK insurer.)

• The non-UK, locally placed portion of a global insurance program where the master policy is issued
in the UK and the local policy is issued outside of the UK under local relevant jurisdiction

• Local UK programs placed with a non-UK insurer and where the policy is issued outside of the UK
under local relevant jurisdiction

Venezuela
International programs in Venezuela are complicated by restrictions on currency conversion. Local
premiums must be converted to pay reinsurers. However, driven by economic and political concerns, the
Venezuelan government has strict restrictions on converting local currency into any other currency. These
restrictions, burdensome as they may be to multinationals with exposures in Venezuela, are not expected
to change in the near future.

While international coverage is mostly focused on traditional Property and Casualty programs,
multinationals are now asking themselves: how global is our coverage for other risks?  Even excess
Liability programs issued in the US are becoming an increasing area of concern in terms of their
applicability abroad. The good news is that carriers are responding to the growing demand. Several
carriers, for example, are publicizing their ability to write global D&O programs with underlyers issued
where needed. Coordinating the carrier administration of these programs is presenting initial challenges
but over time we expect the carriers to improve their service in this area.

We continue to caution multinational organizations about compliance with local laws governing
compulsory and non-admitted insurance. National enforcement bodies are growing less tolerant of
violators, and violations can be costly.

Risk managers are encouraged to be sure they are receiving timely information on regulatory changes
around the world. The examples cited above are reminders that the world is changing.
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